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WAVE PROPAGATION IN A COAXIAL SYSTEM*
BY

V. M. PAPADOPOULOS
Brown University

Abstract. A solution is obtained for the problem of the propagation of electro-
magnetic waves in a semi-infinite flanged coaxial line with an infinite center conductor,
in terms of an infinite set of coefficients which are determined by an infinite set of linear
equations. The solution is discussed, in detail, in limiting cases which illustrate properties
both of a thin vertical antenna on a plane perfectly conducting earth, and of a thick
antenna fed by a low impedance line. Numerical results are given in these cases. The
possibility of a solution for any excitation frequency is also discussed.

Introduction. The use of an antenna for the purpose of radiating electromagnetic
energy must involve the generation of this energy and its passage to the antenna from
the generator along a transmission line. There is, however, very little theoretical work
published in which an antenna is considered with its means of excitation. It might
appear to be an advantage to examine the radiating system in isolation, and then to
regard it as an impedance lumped at the end of a transmission line: the magnitude of
such an impedance depends, however, on the transmission line parameters. It is therefore
of interest to find whether there is any range of parameters for which the line and the
antenna are substantially independent. The work done on this subject by King and others
[3] implies that as we reduce the spacing of the transmission line to zero we may ex-
trapolate from a series of experimental measurements of physical quantities to the limiting
case of zero spacing; this value may be identified with theoretical results obtained by
assuming, in the isolated radiating system, a delta-function excitation (sometimes
called a "slice" generator) at the driving point of the antenna. This statement needs
qualification, since the question of the existence of the physical quantity in the limit of
zero spacing was not considered by King. We find that this limit does not indeed exist.
Accordingly, in this paper we are concerned with an idealization of the cylindrical
antenna problem in which the complete transmission circuit may be examined math-
ematically. As an approach to the problem of the antenna of finite length, we shall
consider a semi-infinite flanged coaxial line with its center conductor extended to an
infinite length. A signal set up at one end of the line is partly reflected at the open end
and partly radiated into the half-space outside the line. Since we are interested in
antennae, we may describe the radiating system as an infinite vertical antenna of circular
cross-section, standing on a horizontal, perfectly conducting ground of infinite extent,
with the exciting signal fed in at the bottom.

We shall further simplify the system by considering the case in which the field is
radially symmetric about the axis of the cylinder, with no magnetic field component
parallel to this axis. The field components are related by Maxwell's equations; in this
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problem all the non-zero field components may be written down in terms of the transverse
component of the magnetic field tangential to the surface of the cyclinder, and this
component satisfies the scalar wave equation. The normal derivatives of the magnetic
field vanish on all the perfectly conducing surfaces. The field components in the half-
space are related to the normal derivative of the magnetic field in the terminal plane of
the coaxial line: this relationship may be found by a method in which cosine transforms
are used. Since the field within the line may be expressed in terms of an infinite set of
discrete modes (Marcuvitz [4]), it is possible by matching orthogonal components across
the gap at the open end of the line to set up an infinite set of linear equations involving
an infinite set of unknown coefficients. Each coefficient is related simply to the amplitude
of the corresponding mode in the line; in turn, the set of coefficients determines all the
field components completely and uniquely. To simplify the analysis, the free-space
propagation constant is taken to have a small negative imaginary part which is later
taken to be zero. The resulting solution is shown to satisfy the conditions of the problem.

The solution of the infinite set of equations is simplified when the spacing of the
coaxial line is small compared to the wavelength of the exciting signal. This simplifying
condition is valid either when the outer diameter of the line is a small fraction of the
wavelength or when the spacing between the conductors in the line is a small fraction
of the line diameter. With this simplification, we find that the field within the line is
very nearly that in an open-circuited line, and this approximate field leads us to a good
value both for the admittance of the radiating system and for the energy density at
large distances from the antenna. The effect of the simplification is to give us results
not only for the thick cylindrical antenna with a small line spacing but also for the thin
antenna with a physically plausible method of excitation.

It should be emphasized that the results are appropriate to an idealized antenna of
infinite length. The energy distribution may not be related to that of a finite antenna.
On the other hand, the admittance of the infinite antenna is the limiting value of the
admittance of long antennae.
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Fig. 1
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Results associated with a similar geometry without a flange have been given by
Marcuvitz [4]. It is implied that these results were obtained by a method involving the
use of the Wiener-Hopf technique. In the present problem a similar technique may well
be practical, but the author has not yet made a comparison.

I. The geometry of the system to be considered is shown in Fig. 1. Cylindrical
co-ordinates (r, d, z) are used. The axis of an infinite, circular, conducting cylinder of
radius b > 0 is taken to be the z-axis. In the region z < 0 this cylinder is surrounded by
a semi-infinite coaxial conducting surface of radius a (a > b), and this surface, r = a,
z < 0, is terminated in the plane z = 0 by a perfectly conducting plane in the region
r > a, z = 0. A time dependence exp (iwt) is assumed throughout, and rationalized
m.k.s. units are used.

We are to consider the electromagnetic field in the region bounded by the conducting
surfaces corresponding to a combination of axially symmetric transverse magnetic modes
in the line region a > r > b, z < 0. This type of field is independent of the co-ordinate
9, and it has the magnetic field components Br and B, both zero. From Maxwell's equa-
tions, it follows that the electric field components are related to the magnetic field
component Be by the equations,

— E,= l~~{rBe),
co r or

w _ (D
to ' dz '

Eg = 0,
where k is taken with a small negative imaginary part (/e = lcr — ik{ , fc, , kr > 0), and
Be must satisfy the equation,

— ;-2
Kdrz ' r dr ' dz* ^)B, = 0. (2)

Since the tangential component of the electric field vanishes at a perfectly conducting
surface, Be must satisfy the boundary conditions

^ (rBo) = 0 on r = b, (3)

r\

— (rBe) = 0 on r = a, z < 0, (4)

r\

— (Be) = 0 on 2 = 0, r > a. (5)

We shall assume the total field to be made up of an incident wave in the dominant mode
within the coaxial line, with magnetic component BSri(r, z) and a scattered field with
magnetic components Bs+(r, z) for z > 0, and Be_(r, z) for z < 0. BK is defined by the
equation,

B0q = exp ( — ikz)/r for a > r > b, z < 0. (6)

With ki > 0, the radiation condition at infinity is satisfied if we take B„_ to be of back-
ward-travelling wave form within the line, and B0+ to have a wave form travelling away
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from the open end of the line. Thus, in the half-space z > 0 the behavior of Be+ is given
by the relation

RBS + ~ j(<p) exp ( — ikR) as R —» 00 , 0 < 95 < ir/2, (7)

where R = (r2 + z2)1/2, <p = tan-1 (r/z), and j(<p) is a bounded function independent of
R. At the edge r = a, z = 0, the condition on the total field which ensures the integrability
of the edge current and hence the uniqueness of the solution [2, 5] is that Be = con-
stant — 0(O, and dBe/dz = 0(o-~1/2) as the distance a of the point of observation to
the edge tends to zero. The problem is now completely and uniquely specified.

II. To find the field in the half-space z > 0, we define a Fourier cosine transform
for all r > b by the equation,

F(p,r) = / Be+(r, z) cos pz dz. (8)
J 0

The absolute value of this integral for large values of z is found from Eq. 7 to contain
the factor exp — fc, (r2 + z2)l/2, and this factor ensures the absolute convergence of the
integral. The inverse of Eq. 8 is given by

Be+(r,z) = 2 [ F(p,r) cos pzdp/ir, (9)
J 0

for all r > b.
If we multiply Eq. 2 by cos pz and integrate with respect to z in the range z > 0,

we find that

(I
so that for r > a, from Eq. 5, F(p, r) satisfies the equation

(£ + riS + *,-?Kr>-0' (10)
and for a > r > b, writing L(r) for (dBe/dz)!,0 , F(p, r) satisfies the equation

(!■+?!+*■- -•>-«■•>• (">

Here K = (7c2 — p2)1/2; that branch of the square root is taken for which when /c, = 0,
K is real and positive when p is real and | p \ < k, and for which iK is real and positive
when p is real and | p | > k.

From Eq. 3, d[rF(p, r)]/dr must vanish at r = b. On the surface r = a, B„ and dBe/dz
are functions of integrable square for all 2 > 0: the continuity of the field components
Bs and Ez across this surface therefore ensures the continuity of the functions F(p, r)
and d[rF(p, r)]/dr at r = a. From Eqs. 7 and 8 it follows that as r —» °°

F(p, r) ~ / j(<p) exp {—ikR) cos pz dz/R.
• ' 0

For large values of r this integral may be evaluated by the method of steepest descents:
the calculation shows that

F(p, r) ~ \p(p) exp (—ikr)/r1/2,

where \{/(p) is a function of p only.
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The solution of Eq. 10 which shows this behavior for large values of r is a multiple
of Hj(Kr); H, (Kr) is that solution of Bessel's equation for which as r —* c° for real or
imaginary values of K

(.Kr)1/2H1(Kr) ~ exp [~i(Kr - 3x/4)][2/x]1/2.

When K is real this is the Hankel function of H[2)(Kr). Similarly, H0(Kr) is a zero order
Bessel function which for real values of K is to be identified with the Hankel function
H™(Kr).

The solutions of Eqs. 10 and 11 which satisfy the required boundary and continuity
conditions for F(p, r) and d[rF(p, r)]/dr are, for r > a.

F(p, r) = irllAKr) f° pL(p)[J1(Kp)Y0(Kb) - Yl(Kp)J 0{Kb)] dp/2H0(Kb), (12)

and for b < r < a,

2F(p, r) [J0(Ka) Y0{Kb) - Y0{Ka) J0(Kb)]/ir = [J^Kr) Y0(Kb) - Y0(Ka)J0(Kb)]

•f MH0{Kd)[J1{E)YJiKb) - Y1(Kp)J0(Kb)]dp/H0(Kb)

- [J^YoiKb) - Y^KrjJ^Kb)]

■f" pL(p)[J1(Kp)Y0(Ka) - Y,(KP)J0(Ka)] dp

- [Ji{Kr)Y0(Ka) - Y^J^Ka)]

■ f pL(p)[J1(Kp)Y0(Kb) - Y1(Kp)J0(Kb)]dp.
Jb

These equations determine the cosine transforms of the magnetic field in the half-space
in terms of the function L(r) which is proportional to the radial electric field in the
gap z = 0, a > r > b.

From Eqs. 9 and 13 we may write down the total magnetic field in the gap. This is

d (r a\ = r rt {j^r)Y0(Kb) - Ymr)UKbj\ H0(Ka)
e+[ ' ' Jo P\Jo(Ka)Y0(Kb) - Y0(Ka)Jn(Kb)J H0(Kb)

■[ - Y,(.Kp)J0(Kb)] dp - I (14)

■[' pL(p)lJ,(Kp) Ya(Kb) - YMpWmi dp - I

■J\L(p)U1(Kp)Y0(Ka) - Y1(Kp)J0(Ka)]dp.

III. In the region z < 0, a > r > b, the field can be described in terms of a set
of axially symmetric transverse magnetic modes. These modes are associated with the
set of functions r1/2 <p„(r), orthogonal in a > r > b, where

<Po(f) = 1/r,
and

vJr) = J1(Knr)Y0(Kna) - Y^K^J^a),
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for integer values of n > 1. When n > 1, K = Kn is the nth. positive zero in order of
magnitude of the function J0(Ka)Ya(Kb) — Y0(Ka)J0(Kb), and K0 = 0. For all n > 1,
(a — b)Kn ~ n-rr [1], If we put pn to be that value of p which corresponds to the value
K = Kn , then the magnetic field component of any axially symmetric TM field within
the line is a linear combination of modes of the form ipn(r) exp (=fc ip„z).

We have assumed that an incident dominant mode of unit amplitude travels
towards the open end of the line. If Rn is the reflexion coefficient associated with the
nth mode reflected at the plane z = 0, for an incident dominant mode of unit amplitude,
then we may write the reflected field in the form

R„<pJf) exp (ipnz), (15)
n = 0

so that
CO

5Be_/5z= iprRn<pn(r) exp (ipnz). (16)
n = 0

By matching both the total magnetic field and its normal derivative across the open
end of the line we find that

Be+(r, 0) = £ (Rn + 50„V„(r), (17)
n = 0

and

L(r) = X! ip„(R„ — &,J<Pn(r), (18)
n= 0

where 5m„ = 0 for m ^ n, and 8mtn = 1 for all integer values of m. Both the functions
r1/2L(r) and rl/2Be+ (r, 0) are functions of integrable square in a > r > b, so that they
may be expanded in orthogonal series of the functions <p„{r).

Thus, if in a > r > b

L(r) = £ an<pn(r),
n — 0

then

where

anNn = rL(r)<pn(f) dr, (19)

Nn = £ rkW]2 dr.

JWo=ln(o/&), 1
W„ = 2[1 - [«/0(K„a)/J0(Knb) f]/ijK,))

We can see therefore from Eqs. 18 and 19 that

an = ipjfin ~ Son), (20)
and from Eq. 17, that

rBe+(r, 0)<pn(r) dr = Nrl(Rn + 50„). (21)
/Jb

Since we are able to write Be+ (r, 0) in terms of the coefficients an , Eq. 21 may be manipu-
lated to represent an infinite set of equations linear in the an whose solution will determine
the field throughout the system.
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Thus, from Eqs. 14 and 19, assuming that the required changes in the orders of
integration and summation are permissible, it follows that

k [ rBe+(r, 0)<pm(r) dr = 2 Cmnan , (22)
Jb n-0

where

H0(Ka)<pm(a)<pn(a)
(Kb)(K2 - K2)(K2 - K't) (23)

■[J0(Ka)Yn(Kb) - Ya(Ka)Jn(Kb)\ +

It follows from Eqs. 21 and 22 that the infinite set of equations relating the coefficients
an is

2 80mNm + anNm/(ipm) = J2 Cmnajk, (24)
n = 0

for all integer n > 0.
IV. In the complex p-plane the integrand defined in Eq. 23 has for singularities

only branch points at p = ± k0 . It is clear that the path of integration for the integral
Cm„ must be deformed into an equivalent contour: this is necessary in order to avoid
passing through the branch point p = ± k in the limiting case when fc,- = 0. Thus, in
the neighborhood of this branch point we can deform the path of integration into a
semi-circular arc of small radius 8 in the upper half p-plane. To examine the contribution
to the integral Cmn from this arc we put p = k + 8 exp i<p, 0 < <p < ir, where we can
now take k> to be zero. Since as 5 —> 0 the corresponding form for K is

K = (2k 8)w2 exp i(6 - *)/2[l + 0(5)],

we can show that

w[J0(Ka)Y0(Kb) - Y0(Ka)J0(Kb)]/2 = In b/a + 0[S(a - 6)];

it follows that for m = n = 0, when N0 = In a/6, the absolute value of the integrand
for small values of 8 is 0(1), and the contribution to the integral C0o is 0(6). For m or n
not zero the contribution may be shown to be even smaller in magnitude. We may
therefore write Cmn in the form of a line integral, this being the limiting case for 5 = 0.
The question of the convergence of this integral is considered in the Appendix. It is
shown there that Cmn is uniformly convergent with respect to the parameters a and b
in the range a > b > 0. Since we have defined the branch of k so that for p
real, 0 < p < k, k is real, and for p > k, k = — in where n is real, it follows that

Cmn   f j J 172 2  Hr,(K(l)<pm(o.)<pn((l) 
k - Jo V\ a H0(Kb)[K2 - K2m](K2 - Krf

[Jo(Ka) Y0(Kb) - Y0(Kd)J0(Kb)] +
tv A — Kr

K0(na) <pm(a)<pn(a)
XoOib) (M2 + K2m)U + Kl)

Nrupmn

+ IL dvYa
(25)

[I0(na)K0(nb) - I0^b)K0(nd)} - Ki + 2 I 9
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where K = (k2 — p2)1/2, m = (p2 — fc2)l/2, and K0(z), Ia(z) are modified Bessel functions
[6],

V. The first quantity of physical interest to be considered is the energy density at
large distances from the antenna. From Eqs. 9 and 12 it may be seen that for r > a,

Bo+(r,z) = [ cospzH^kr) f L(p)[J,(Kr)Y0(Kb) - Y,(Kr)Ju(Kb)} dp dp/II.(Kb),
Jo Jb

so that as r —* <», since the integrand is an even function of p, we have that

*.*■4- cons, <26)

• pL(p)[Jl(Kr)Y0(Kb) - Y^Kr^Kb)] dp.

This integral may be evaluated by the method of steepest descents. By putting
Ii = (r2 + 22)1/2, <p = tan-1 r/z with 0 < $ < x/2, we find that the saddle point is at
p = — k cos <p, corresponding to the value k = k sin <p. The path of integration is deformed,
without changing the value of the integral, into the steepest descent path, which at the
saddle-point makes an angle of ?r/4 with the line joining the branch points. The value of
Be+ for large values of R can now be given. This is

B°+ ~ COnst" kReHp(kbfn,P) I sin sin
— Yi(kp sin <p)J0(Jcb sin </>)] dp,

and from Eq. 19 after performing the integration, we find that

„ const, sin <p exp (—ikR) r T ,, . . „ ,, , . .
Be ♦ kRHo2)(kb sin <p) [Joika Sm Sm

- Y0(kb sin v) J0(ka sin <p)] £ a^Sa) 

(27)

(28)

A; sin <p - Ki

The energy density at large distances from the open end of the line can now be found
from the complex Poynting vector, and it follows that the power flow P in the radial
direction at large distances is given by

p _ sin2 <p{J0(Ka sin <p) Y0(Kb sin <p) — Y0{Kb sin <p)J0(Ka sin <p)}2
const, r2{ [Jo{Rh g.n v)]i + [Ya{Kh gin ^)]2} ^

^ ana<pn(a)
o k2 sin2 <p — Kl

The second quantity which is of interest to us is the admittance of the antenna,
regarded as a termination of the transmission line. If we go far enough along the line
for higher order modes to be practically damped and then carry out standing wave
measurements, we may determine the dominant mode reflexion coefficient R0 . The
terminal admittance Yx associated with this coefficient R0 is given by the equation

7, = Y0(R0 + 1 )GR„ - I)"1, (30)

where the characteristic admittance of the line F0 = 2irwe0/k In (a/b). From Eqs. 20
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and 24, it follows that

Yi = iY0 E C0ran/a0N0 . (31)
n = 0

In an isolated radiating system the only way in which a driving-point admittance may
be defined is by the ratio of current to voltage at this point. Thus, in this system if we
define an admittance F2 to be the ratio of the current at the foot of the antenna to the
voltage applied between the ground and the foot, then it follows, from expressions which
can easily be found for the current and the voltage, that

y2 = iv0b f: i: cnmamVn(b)/aoNn. m
m = 0 n = 0

The first term of this series is the admittance Yx .
VI. The exact solution to this problem for general values of the quantities k, a,

and b involves the solution of an infinite set of linear equations whose coefficients are
infinite integrals. Even with the help of modern computing machinery the work would be
exceedingly difficult. We shall first consider, however, the solution for small values of
the parameter e = k(a — b). If we put a = ka, and p = b/a, then it is clear that e may
be small if either <r —> 0, p ^ 1 or if <r ̂  0, p —* 1: the first case corresponds to the physical
problem of the antenna which is thin in comparison with the excitation wavelength, and
the second to the problem of the thick antenna with a low impedance line feed. We will
exclude, however, the case for which p —> 1 and c —» 0, this being the case of the thin
antenna with a low impedance feed.

For the limiting cases a —> 0, p 9^ 1, <r 7* 0, p —> 1 the magnitudes of the functions
which appear in the infinite set of equations are derived in the Appendix. To solve the
problem when e —> 0, we first assume that in the equations 24, an = 0 for n > 1. Then
from the first equation of the set, it follows that

a0 = —2 ik, as p —» 1, tr^O,

or a —> 0, p 5^ 1.

If we take this first approximation, we find from the (n + l)th equation that

_ iPrCrQ
T a0 ,

= 0(1) as p —» 1, <x 0, or c —> 0, p ^ 1.

Using these results for the orders of magnitude of the ar in the complete set of equations,
we find that as e —» 0

a0 = —2ik[\ + 0(e)],

ar - 0(1), r > 1.

We now find in the expressions for the physically interesting quantities that
a0 = — 2ik is the only coefficient to make a significant contribution. This value for a0
is that which would arise in analysis of an open-circuited line ignoring end effects.

From Eq. 19, the unknown function may now be given in the form

L(r) = —2 ik/r.
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ADMITTANCE Y = G-t- iB [e = k(a-b), p* b/o , Y„ = Zir<oe0/k ln(a/b)].

r— G/Y (c =0.1)

The corresponding admittance of the radiating system, from either definition in Eq.
30 or 31 takes the form

Y = ikYoCo 0[1 + 0(e)]/jV,

The value of Y in the limit as <r —> 0, p ^ 1 is 0(e). The limit as p —* 1, a ^ 0 does not
exist because the second derivative of Coo with respect to p does not exist. In this case
the strongest statement to be made is that the normalized admittance Y/Y0 is zero.

Numerical values of the admittance for small values of e are given in the accompany-
ing graph (Fig. 2). The normalized admittance approaches unity as p —» 0 for fixed small
values of a. The open-circuit approximation used to calculate results is not therefore ap-
plicable for small values of p. From Equation 29, when e —> 0 we find that

_ 2oj [J0(tr sin y>) Fq(q-p sin <p) - F0(o- sin <p)J0{ap sin <p)]2 .
nkV [J„(<rp sin <p)f + [ Y0(o"p sin <p)f U + UWJ"

For r > a at large distances from the end of the line, where tan <p = r/z this expression
may be simplified in certain cases.

In the case when a —* 0 p ^ 1

P 2u[ln P?/nkY{ [In (<rP sin <p)/2]2 + 7r2/4}.

In the case when p —> 1, a 0 is more interesting. Thus

P « 8co(l - p)2MVx2{ [J0(<TP sin <p)T + [F0(trp sin ,

and when sin >p r/z for small enough values, r > a,

P « 8oj(1 - p)7/JfcVV{4[ln (cr/2z)/irf + 1}.
This expression shows that we may expect a behavior for P like [1/r In rf for short wave-
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lengths when a = ka = 0(z) for large values of z. More generally, if, when p —»1 and sin
0 is not small, we take values of a which are large, but not so large that the relation
<r(l — p) = e —» 0 is not satisfied, we find that

P ~ 4o>e(l — p) sin (p/nirk2r2.

VII. In the general case, for e > 0, we shall prove two results. The first is

Theorem 1. The infinite set of equations given in Eq. 24 has for a solution at most one
set of values an if e = ka(ab) > 0.

It will be recalled that a„ is a coefficient in the orthogonal expansion in a > r > b
of the function r1/2 L(r).

Suppose that we have fixed nr < e < ir (r + 1) so that pm (0 < m < r) is real and
ipm = qm (m > r + 1) is also real. The homogeneous set of equations corresponding to
Eq. 24 is

CO

kNmaJipm = Cnmam , for m > 0. (33)
n = 0

Putting am + if.3m = am , Cm„ = Kmn + iLmn we find that

CO

X) (Kmnan — Lmn/3„) = kNmpJpm , for m < r,
n = 0

= kNmaJ qm , for m > r + 1.
CO

X) (Knml3n + Lmnan) = -kNmaJpm , for m < r,
n = 0

= kNm0m/qm , for m >r + 1.

It follows that
OO CO

— Z) Lmnpn — am Lmnan = 0, for m > r + 1,
n = 0 n = 0

= kNJam + /32m)/pm , for m < r,

(34)

so that

Now

k X Nm(a2m + Pl,)/pm = ~ y, y, (f3mLmJ}n + amLmra^).

r _ 9, f" vJa)<pn(a)K2a2[J0(Ka)Y0(Kb) - Yrt(Ka)J„(Kb)f
Z/C Jo (K - K2m)(K - Kl){[J0(Kb)]2 + [Y0(Kb)]2\ ap'

so that the result of changing the orders of integration and summation in Eq. 34 is

v V 2 „ r" dpK2d
h "m{am + Pm)/Pm Jo I [JoiKa)2 + Y0(Kb)]2

I f ftm<Pm(a) V . ( am<pm(a)
' v \\K2 — K2) + v U2 - Kr
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The right-hand side of the equation is < 0. The left-hand side of this equation is, how-
ever, a non-negative quantity so that each side of the equation must be zero. It follows
that

a. , /3m = 0 for all m > 0.

Given the infinite set of equations, it is necessary to know whether an approximate
solution can be found by solving only the first N + 1 equations for the unknowns
(n < N), taking all the remaining unknowns to be zero. We shall therefore prove the
following

Theorem 2. (i) The determinant of the finite set of equations
N

kNm(2 S0m + am/ipm) = X) Cnman , 0 < m < N, (35)
71 = 0

does not vanish for any positive value of e
(ii) The unique solution of the finite number of equations is the set {a*}, 0 < n < N,

and lim (a„ — aNn) = 0 as N —* °°.

The first part of the theorem is proved in the same way as in Theorem 1. For the
second part we find from Eqs. 24 and 35 that

kNm(am - a") /pm = Cnm(an - a") + J2 Cnman .
n=0 n=N+1

Now from 19, using Parseval' Theorem, since r1/2 L(r) is a function of integrable square
in a > r > b, we see that

f r[L(r)]2 dr = £ | a. |2 Nn = 0(1), for « > 0.
Jb 0

Since Nn = 0(r~2) as n —> oo, a necessary condition for the convergence of this series
is that as n —> , for 5 > 0,

| an | = 0(n1_s).

It is shown in the Appendix that the infinite integral Cmn is absolutely convergent for all
« > 0. As n —> oo | Cmn | = 0(ti~3) so that

N
Vm

n-NJ-l

= 0(iV-1"5)

if N is large enough, for all m > 0.
Thus

 — - ± Cmn(an - aNn)
iPm 7i = 0

(36)

and since the determinant of the finite set of equations is non-zero, the solution of 36
must be of the form

„N r\f N\
dm 771 ^(,^771/ •

Therefore, we may approach as close as we like to a solution of the infinite set of equations
if we take N large enough, and from Theorem 1 this solution is a unique one.
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Theorem 2 shows that we may obtain a useful approximation to the solution by
solving for the first N + 1 unknowns, and we are able to use a variational method to
hasten the convergence to a correct result. This approach may be made in a more general
problem in which there may be set up any number of propagating modes within the
coaxial line.

APPENDIX

We transform the integrand in Eq. 23 by putting p = k cos 8. To correspond to the
branch of K, we must take the path of integration in the complex 0-plane as shown in
the diagram (Fig. 3).

We are principally interested in the behavior of Cmn for small values of the quantiy
e = k(a — b). We have to consider separately the possibility of the ratio p = 6/a approach-
ing unity with a = ka not small, and also the case in which <r is small and p is not close
to unity.

From the definition of the functions <pn(a) in Sec. Ill, it follows that as e —» 0

a<pn{a) = —2t/nkv2, for n > 1

= 1, for n = 0.

The functions Nn defined in the same section behave in the following manner for
small values of e. Thus, for any value of a

N0 = In 0(1) if p-» 1,
0(e) if P-* 1,

and

Nn — 2{1 — [J0{Kna)/Ja{Knh)f]/(jKn)\

Nn = "2^2 2 {1 — [J0(w7t/1 — p)/J0(nirp/l — p)fj,
7T A/ 71

= 0(t2) if p 9^ 1 a —» 0,

= 0(e3) if p —> 1 <7^0.
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We shall first consider the convergence of the integral Cmn . On the path C we have
already established the bounded nature of the integrand near the origin, since we have
examined its behavior in the p-plane near the branch point p = + k. This property-
is independent of the values of the parameters a and p. On the negative imaginary axis
the integrand Imn is a real function involving modified Bessel functions of real argument.

We must examine the uniformity of convergence of the integral Jo Im,4<p with respect
to the parameters a and p. Let us take a small positive number o-0 as close as we like to
zero. Then, for 0 < p < 1, <r > <r0 > 0, we may choose <p0 » sinh-1 (l/o-0), and for
<p, > <p0 we may use the asymptotic expansion of the modified Bessel functions. Since
for all n > 0, Kn > 0, it follows that

! £ *> h IC sfc ["■s--+iftaf(i+o("sinh "r">} '
Since for 6 > <pi, <r 0mh d > 1, it follows from the convergence of the integral cosech Odd
that Cmn is unformly convergent with respect to <p and a in the given range. This is true
for all m,n> 0.

Now consider C00 . The integrand vanishes for <r = 0, p ^ 1 or cr 0, p = 1. It is
clear that for p ^ 1, c is a factor of Coa, and for a = 0, (1 — p) is a factor. The derivative
of the integrand with respect to p is uniformly integrable in the same range of parameters,
and this vanishes also for p = lj it follows that for & ^ 0, pi, Coo = 0(e2) while for
p 9^ 1, <r —» 0 Coo = 0(e). The second derivative with respect to p does not exist if p = 1,
a 5* 0, nor does the first derivative with respect to <j when <r = 0, p ^ 1.

The magnitude of Cmn for at least one of m or n not zero is determined by the magni-
tude of the integrand on the path C at a finite distance from the origin. Since Kn ~ nirk/e,
we find that

C0„ = C„ o = 0(e4) for p —> 1, 5^0,

= 0(«3) for p ^ 1, <j —» 0,

and that for both m and n not zero,

Cm„ = 0(e5) for p —» 1, a ^ 0,

= 0(«4) for <r —> 0, p ^ 1.
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